The solution for easy-to-operate Business Intelligence for corporate
management. And what’s best: it‘s lightning fast!
Futura4Analysis supports
the management team in
all business processes by
evaluating all the data of
the data warehouse.
Unlike many of the products on the market,
Futura4Analysis is easy
to use and easy to learn
thanks to its attractive
and easy-to-understand
graphical user interface.
Apart from the intuitive
user interface Futura4Analysis offers an array
of powerful features inside.
The patented in-memory
technology based on the
Qlikview analysis platform provides the user
with any type of statistics
at tremendous speed.
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gence tool: it is easy to use, easy to implement and provides even
faster results. It is particularly easy to operate and unbelievably fast.
Users can analyze the most complex types of data in a few seconds
and evaluate them without any restrictions. With QlikView there’s no
more waiting for reports, which - once you finally get them - are already outdated. So you can make better decisions and take action faster.

With its interactive interface Futura4Analysis assists you with both global
management issues and
task-specific analyses.
This makes Futura4Analysis a sound basis for
efficient and successful
corporate management.

Easy-To-Use
From the most complex
analyses to the simplest
table: choose the kind
of representation which
works best for you. Futura4Analysis
offers
hundreds of varieties for
charts and tables. List
boxes allow you to navigate dimensions, while
statistic boxes show key
data.
These are just a few examples of visual objects
on which you can click
to drill down to more detailed information.
From high-level aggregates, e. g. a general

STPS
Daily sales
Weekly sales
Monthly sales
STPS PGR Daily
STPS PGR Weekly
STPS PGR Monthly
STPS PGR Year
STPS sales
PGR sales
STPS Price Change
Thematic evaluation
STPS Goods-in

Branch performance
sales
STPS Sales
STPS Price Change
STPS Goods-in
Sales time series
ABC analysis
Branch - top 10
Productivity
80/20 analysis
Rolling sales

Item performance
Continous sales
Sales trend
Item sales
Price mark-downs
Ø Price drill
Ø Price
Item - top 10
ABC analysis
80/20 analysis

Controlling
Branch data
STPS PGR
STPS branch
Bade branch stock
Base SP PGR
Salesperson statistic

CIS
Frequency 1/4 h
Frequency 1/2 h
Size analysis
Price deviations
Discount reason
Proportion of discount
Day of a week
Months
Till receipt statistics
Till receipt value

overview of margins for
all pro- ducts, to individual data records, such
as a specific purchase
order, access your data
at the click of the mouse
without the need to define analysis paths beforehand.
Imagine a business
dashboard which provides all the key figures
you need from all the
important data sources
in your company.

Supplier performance
Continous sales
Sales trend
Supplier sales
Price mark-downs
Goods-in
ABC analysis
Ø Price drill
Ø Price
Supplier - top 10
Sales percentage
ABC analysis II

New Business Intelligence
Shortened product life
cycles with countless
product variants, a constantly changing sales environment, diminishing
customer loyalty, retail
trade consolidation and
data, data and even
more data as a result
of the rise of RFID and
other Point of Sale (POS)
systems: companies from
the consumer goods industry and retail are
facing a real storm of
change.
The management team
therefore needs decision-related information in
seconds to keep ahead
of competition. Revolutionise your analysis
environment with Futura4Analysis.
Futura4Analysis
combines all functions for

which you would normally need an entire
suite of more complex
products into one single
product.
Futura4Analysis keeps
all data ready – simp-

le clicks are sufficient to
view them. You can analyze and visualize data in
accordance with your
requirements. Views can
also be modified with
just a few clicks.

Individual
Tailor Futura4Analysis to
your individual needs or
the requirements of your
business.
Futura4Analysis Designer allows you to create new reports, design
charts or customise the
“look and feel” in next to
no time.
Futura4Analysis
Designer offers you a wide
range of design features
for business reports.
No matter which department you would like to a
specifically analysis: Fu-

Futura Group of Companies

Contact
Futura Retail Solutions Ltd
The Old Forge,
The Street,
Tidmarsh, Reading
Berks, RG8 8ER, UK
Phone:+44 (0) 118 9841925
eMail:sales@futurauk.com
Web:www.futurauk.com

The Futura group of
companies has been active in retail since 1975
and has specialised in
software for lifestyle retail
since 1981 - More than
30 years of experience
from which our users can
benefit.
We are currently looking
after more than 35,000
FuturERS
installations
worldwide
FuturERS is a quality seal
for experience, compe-

tence, innovation and
service capability. FuturERS users rank among
the lifestyle retail companies with the highest
expansion rate in the
world. A retail management system that only examines company results
retrospectively is of little
use for retailers – especially on the fast moving
LifeStyle Retail sector.

tura4Analysis Designer
does not restrict you in
any way.
You can thus compile the
relevant data you need
and distribute it to the
decision-makers.

